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93 FOUR SHILLINGS
IANNIS XENAKIS

**EONTA**
For piano and brass ensemble  
*Full score 75/- Pocket score 30/-*

**AKRATA**
For sixteen wind instruments  
*Full Score 30/-*

**MORSIMA-AMORSIMA**
For four instruments  
*Full Score 40/- Parts 20/-*

**METASTASEIS**
For orchestra of sixty-one players  
*Full score 35/-*

**PITHOPRAKTA**
For two trombones, percussion and strings  
*Full score 90/-*

**NOMOS ALPHA**
For violoncello solo  
10/-

**HERMA**
For piano solo  
18/-

**ST 48**
For forty-eight instruments  
*Full score 35/-*

**ST 10**
For ten instruments  
*Full score 20/-*

**ST 4**
For string quartet  
*Full score 30/- Parts 30/-*
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